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Vermont Building Energy Code Collaborative Cross Cutting Meeting 
5/4/2021 11:00 – 1:00 
 

Participants 
Team 
Liz Bourguet- Energy Futures Group 
Keith Downes- Guidehouse 
Jim Edelson- New Buildings Institute 
Richard Faesy- Energy Futures Group 
Eveline Killian- Cx Associates 
Kelly Launder- VT Department of Public Service 
Mark Lyles- New Buildings Institute 
Barry Murphy- VT Department of Public Service 
Stu Slote- Guidehouse 
 
Stakeholders 
Walter Adams- Commercial Buildings - Essex 
Kathy Beyer- EverNorth – MF developers 
Joseph Briscar- Responsible Energy Code Alliance- based in DC 
Enrique Bueno- VT Passive House 
Olivia Campbell- Anderson- Renewable Energy Vermont 
James Duggan- Vermont Division for Historic Preservation 
Henri Fennell- one man consulting firm- building inspections 
Malcolm Gray- Montpelier Construction 
Karen Horne- VT Gas Systems 
Brian Just- Efficiency VT 
Robb Kidd- Sierra Club 
Donna Leban- Light Space Design 
JC McCann- Burlington Electric Department 
Kai Palmer-Dunning- Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships 
Elizabeth Peebles- Vermont Division for Historic Preservation 
Craig Peltier- Vermont Housing and Conservation Board- MF and Res 
Rob Pickett- Rob Pickett Associates- Hartland-  log and timber industry 
Bill Powell- Washington Electric Coop 
Jacob Racusin- New Frameworks 
Cara Robechek- Energy Action Network 
Laura Trieschmann- Vermont Division for Historic Preservation 
Jason Webster- Huntington Homes 
Chris West– Eco Houses of Vermont- passive house trainer 
Charlie Willner- Energy Services at EverNorth 
Tim Yandow- Champlain Valley Office of Economic Opportunity- WAP 
Paul Zabriskie- Capstone Community Action and BPPA 
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Discussion 
-Zoom instead of Teams? – request from Chris – Enrique offers their Teams license 
 

Code Compliance 
-Chris West- VBRA and others are working toward contractor registry (H157)– creates a list of everyone 
working in building industry in VT – mostly in residential. This is a great opportunity to enforce building 
energy standard. It holds the builder to operate as a known entity in the state. Would like to see how 
this would affect the overall compliance of RBES. 
-The only entity that does HERS rating (Efficient Vermont) is going to be lapsing – will look to see how 
this is going to be managed in the future. 
-Brian Just- there is the possibility of HERS rating by EVT. It is not a guarantee that EVT will always offer 
HERS as a new construction service. 
-Henri Fennell- thinks homeowners should be able to make an informed decision between VT code and 
options in the ICC. 
 –also curious about regional or county level compliance 
-Tim Yandow (in the chat)- Builder Registry appears to be a good idea but not licensure. If the goal of 
either/both is to increase compliance then I think registry will be more effective and also palatable for 
builders 
-Olivia Campbell (in the chat) Might there be an opportunity to encourage compliance at point of sale - 
especially for new buildings - via a certification by the inspector hired by the individual or company 
buying the building? 
-Jason Webster- having compliance to address level playing field is one important reason, but the bigger 
part of why compliance is needed is that the energy code is running on a parallel path to broader 
building codes and there are some things you can do in energy code that are counter to the broader 
building codes. 
 -If building codes aren’t brought into the picture, as energy code more stringent, then builders 
can be building dangerous assemblies. As code gets more stringent, a building official should be looking 
at this. 
 -In current code R20+5 path, there is a way to build this path that meets energy code and 
broader building codes- there are more ways to build this path that are not good building science or 
people building wrong assemblies for the purposes of meeting energy code. 
-Henri- should include subcontractors as builders. He sees more failures associated related to subs who 
have never heard of HERS or BPI. 
-Does builder registry include subs? Yes- it is anyone that is doing a certain $ threshold 
-Chris- anybody who is working on the building envelope that is at least $3500 requires contract and 
insurance 
 -Sees buildings that are being built that are not good buildings but that still meet energy code  
-Kelly Launder- would it be helpful to pull in international residential building code? 
-Jason Webster- have to pull in building codes into energy code. Safety measures are being ignored. It is 
reckless to go faster with broader building code.  
 -We could look to neighboring states to dovetail into what the neighboring states are using (to 
Massachusetts) 
-Henri – could be risk in looking to New Hampshire 
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-Craig Peltier- are you taking about moisture or structural? Thinks the guidebook <RBES Energy Code 
Handbook> is excellent- adding a building science section on wall assemblies would be useful 
-Jason- moisture problems that cause structural problems – Doesn’t think that many people read the 
guidebook. He thinks we need the “stick of enforcement”  
-Barry Murphy- integration of building code in general  
 – Jason agrees- moisture is becoming a big deal as building envelope is built tighter 
-Brian Just (in the chat)- The R-20+5 issue was recognized in the latest round of RBES and there was a 
section added to the current Code Handbook in a concerted attempt to address what Jason is talking 
about. Whether people are reading/following that is still a valid concern. 
-Tim Yandow- integration of codes is important, but education is important. There is a large number of 
contractors who don’t understand building science. There needs to be some way to encourage builders 
and subs to learn why they are doing what they’re doing 
 -hoping that contractor registry could help remedy this 
-Richard- we will send a follow up survey on what people think about the registry, certifications, 
licensure  
-Jacob Racusin (in the chat)- Speaking from design/build world: I take Jason's point well and support 
more code enforcement to protect built assets and level the playing field. The risks are real and I deal 
with these issues in retrofit regularly. I disagree that we would be better off with no energy code if there 
is no association with building code. We cannot afford to go backwards on progressing the bit of 
regulatory structure we have; I agree with Tim that the answer in lieu of a "stick" is to mobilize much 
better trades education. Agree with Chris that using the Registry (if it passes) as a mechanism for 
outreach.  
-Donna (in the chat)- You need to include small towns in the conversation. They only way they are going 
to help is if they can gain revenue from requiring resi building energy compliance.  
-Donna- there are a lot of places in state not knowing that there is an energy code- someone to be called 
on to ensure that the HERS rater is required before a permit- build an infrastructure of people to ensure 
that builders are doing what they should be doing  
– Richard mentions that all surrounding states have independent HERS raters 
-Chris- the biggest barrier to getting the registry passed is reluctance by the Governor to support it – he 
is currently neutral. Could put together a letter of support?  
(not as a collective but send emails out to those on the Cross Cutting list) 
-Paul Zabriskie (in the chat)- I view a builders registry with licensing (which does not include competency 
review) as a minimum. The governing body should investigate complaints, a board of peers adjudicate 
the matter, and operators who show disregard for code compliance should be subject to license 
suspension, with CEU’s required to return to good standing. – Malcolm Gray agrees with this 
-Tim Yandow (in the chat)- By what criteria is builder licensure based or proposed? This seems like a very 
large lift in Vt given that many builders learn through apprenticing and not trade schools. Establishing a 
basis for licensure will be very challenging 
-Donna Leban (in the chat)- Related to certified independent HERS rating contractors with bldg science 
education, I would think that those who issue mortgages would have an interest in making sure homes 
meet codes.  Also that homes will not put the homeowner in hot water with high energy costs or rotting 
wall construction from improper wall construction.   
-Paul Zabriskie (in the chat)- A builder would need proof of insurance to register and get licensed to 
contract for services. There is no competency test – it is not professional certification. The infrastructure 
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already exists at the Vermont Office of Professional Regulation –   https://sos.vermont.gov/opr/ 

 
Multifamily 
-Kathy Beyer- residential is Single Family code and Commercial code is very different. It seems like there 
is a fork in the road and we will need a separate code track. The divergence between Residential and 
Multifamily will become more apparent. She wonders why they are getting pushed under Commercial 
code. 
-Charlie Willner- even if you stuck with the current code, you could have a very large project where the 
Residential code is not relevant for compliance. The middle ground here is very strange. As we move to 
lower energy use buildings, we will need a Multifamily code.  
-Donna (in the chat)- Common wall construction issues with multifamily are as much a safety issue as an 
energy issue. While these walls don't require thermal insulation, they need to be designed to control fire 
spread as well as sound resistance.  
-Enrique Bueno- loads are totally different from Multifamily and Commercial and ventilation systems will 
be different. There will have to be separate code for Multifamily. He thinks three story buildings are 
going to be more prevalent for Multifamily buildings. We are “mixing apples and tangerines” 
-Brian Just- from EVT residential and MF teams: 

- There can be 100-unit buildings under 3 stories falling under RES but 20-unit buildings 
over 4 stories falling under COM. These are places where people live and the code should 
recognize that without having separate requirements for each. 

- A separate track is great in theory but there’s a lot of time and effort that goes into making a 
completely new code.  

- We suggest that all MF buildings go RBES (thermal shell, ventilation) and that 
retail/commercial spaces in those buildings follow CBES. However, 

o Keep the RBES section that says central mechanical systems follow CBES (because 
RBES has no provisions for larger, central systems)  

o Keep provisions for items like steel framing, not addressed in current RBES, and 
do a better job to make sure characteristics for MF are called out in RBES (e.g. 
packages) 

 
-Jim Edelson thinks we could solve some of these issues 
-Craig Peltier- is there any other successful programs in other jurisdictions to create a separate code? 
-Jim – California- made a case study, ended up not passing, has not solved the problem yet. Boulder, CO 
is moving it to Commercial code 
-Chris West- RBES is stricter than CBES. If we moved MF into its own compliance or under CBES, he 
would want to make sure we aren’t going backwards. 
-Craig- says this is addressed in new point system 
-Henri- develop a Multifamily framework. Designate which part of a Multifamily building went with 
RBES, which went with CBES. Then it will be clear which part of the building goes with which 
-Keith Downes- lighting- should be equivalent between two codes 
-Mark Lyles (in the chat)- On the Multifamily topic - this slide summarizes NBI's multifamily code 
proposal and could inform the MF framework approach suggested by Henri: 
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Historic Preservation 
-Henri- concerned about moisture in the assembly, especially in masonry. Historic buildings should 
require a building science review, possible to test masonry ability to absorb, dry, etc. Some building 
science firm should assess the materials of buildings 
-Elizabeth Peebles- what is happening with moisture when you tighten building?  
 -They (VT Division for Historic Preservation) do have projects that have done detailed analysis of 
masonry – get a few energy code exemption requests usually if federal funding is involved in a project. 
They find alternate ways to improve energy performance of building while preserving the building and 
health/safety. 
-Laura Trieschmann- one solution does not fit all for historic buildings. Look at how to approach energy 
efficiency from multiple solutions. They ask at the beginning of a development project, what is best 
approach to energy efficiency for this historic building?  Over-insulating may be an issue. 
 -They are developing outreach materials for best solutions and can give more guidance when 
next updates come up. 
-Chris – takes issue with nomenclature – “over insulate” – insulation does not equal destroying an 
historic building 
-Laura- wants to enforce- there are options for historic buildings 
-Brian Just (in the chat) - This has been stated by others, but it's important that we combat a narrative 
that "overinsulating" = sick building. As with any building, historical or otherwise, this can only happen if 
building science has not been addressed or the mechanicals weren't properly designed.  
-James Duggan- reinforces that there is merit to having building scientists to look at some historic 
buildings- but be careful to not mandate it because every building is unique 
-important to include historic preservation in future code 
 

Embodied Carbon 
-Jacob Racusin presents 
-Rob Pickett- embodied carbon is being discussed in Europe and Canada – there is not one obvious 
direction to take – Canadian efforts could be resource to look at 
-Brian Leet – concern that we are getting out of sync with other places. We need a framework that is 
understood and recognized. Finding life cycle information from manufacturers is its own project. 
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-Henri- thinks this issue should be independent of material choices. The standard for carbon should be 
life cycle which includes operational factors. 
-Brian Just- it is straightforward to get information on materials 
 –developed a white paper which will be shared with the group 
 https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/news-blog/whitepapers/the-high-greenhouse-as-price-tag-
on-residential-building-materials 
 -in a lot of cases, some simple substitutions that didn’t add any cost or risk for buildings could 
result in 20-40 tons of CO2e in upfront carbon in residential SF buildings  
 –suggestion- embodied carbon as a points option. We wouldn’t want to force people to do 
something, but could make it an option on the menu 
-Donna- carbon intensity- https://carbonleadershipforum.org/– US national consensus builder – tool 
that is being used on commercial buildings 
-Jacob Racusin (in the chat)- Two things happening right now near us: MA residential EZ code (stretch 
code) is actively working to incorporate. HERS (specifically NEHERS) is working to bring this into HERS 
process for compliance. Members of NEHERS are working with ASHRAE right now on this for standards 
development. EC3 is a free open-source tool built off EPD data that is ISO regulated. 
-Donna (in the chat)- I would encourage adding points to rating systems for using CO2 reducing 
materials 
-Jacob- there is enough verified/ standardized data and tools now to aid in this effort. How do we run 
calculations and who will do compliance?  
 -start with some accounting of embodied materials (transparency is first step) 
-Brain Leet- if there are specific product categories (for example, insulation) where we could set points 
or requirements, this would be good.  
 -Would be different for the frame of a building. If we could find specific categories that are 
easily evaluated, then it would be easy to implement. 
-Walter Adams- most building owners can’t tell us how much energy is being used in their buildings, 
much less how much carbon was used in building the building. He thinks this would be a frustrating 
factor. He is frustrated that we expect to change buildings enough to get net zero. He also brings up the 
cost factor – thinks it would be significant. 
-Paul Zabriskie (in the chat)- I don’t have a vision for how embodied carbon is regulated at the point of 
construction.  But in our theoretical supply & demand regulated economy, valuation of CO2e should 
happen in the marketplace.  A product's CO2e lifecycle emissions should be assessed (taxed) at the point 
of manufacture, with the revenue used to mitigate those emission. Builder’s choices would factor in 
costs, value, and alternatives. 
 

Next Steps 
-will send a follow up survey with questions that need more discussion 
-would like to save the chat and send out notes to participants 
-will set up a section on PSD website for notes and PowerPoints 

https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/news-blog/whitepapers/the-high-greenhouse-as-price-tag-on-residential-building-materials
https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/news-blog/whitepapers/the-high-greenhouse-as-price-tag-on-residential-building-materials

